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Abstract (English)
Many industries have been successfully implementing Lean Six Sigma (LSS) tools
and the Define-Measure-Analyze-Improve-Control (DMAIC) methodology to bring
continuous improvement to their productive activities. However, numerous studies show
the need of a higher-level analysis, such as Value Stream Mapping (VSM), in order to
identify improvement opportunities that are aligned with the long-term goals of the
companies. In this thesis, there is a case study where the DMAIC framework is used to
carry out a project identified during a Value Stream Analysis (VSA), which progress and
facilitation are presented in the study. The case consisted in the unification of three
picking workstations in one, operated by a person with intellectual disabilities. The team,
using a human-centered approach, tested and implemented several Lean tools, mainly
visual management, poka-yoke and waste analysis to minimize human errors. VSA and
DMAIC of LSS have proven to be successful tools to improve manufacturing plants. The
workstation design techniques of this study can be a guide for further projects in other
sectors.
Keywords: Lean Six Sigma; Value stream mapping; Value stream analysis, Workstation
design.
Abstracte (Catalan)
Moltes indústries han estat implementant amb èxit les eines de Lean Six Sigma (LSS)
i la metodologia Definir-Mesurar-Analitzar-Millorar-Controlar (DMAIC) per aportar
millores contínues a les seves activitats productives. Tot i això, nombrosos estudis
mostren la necessitat d’una anàlisi d’alt nivell, com ara el Value Stream Mapping (VSM),
per tal d’identificar oportunitats de millora que s’ajustin als objectius a llarg termini de
les empreses. En aquesta tesi, es presenta un estudi de cas en què s’utilitza el marc
DMAIC per dur a terme un projecte identificat durant el Value Stream Analysis (VSA),
que es presenta en aqust estudi. El cas va consistir en la unificació de tres estacions de
treball de tipus picking en una, operades per una persona amb discapacitat intel·lectual.
L’equip, gràcies a un enfocament centrat en la persona, va provar i implementar diverses
eines Lean, principalment de gestió visual, poka-yoke i anàlisi de desperdicis per
minimitzar els errors humans. VSA i DMAIC de LSS han demostrat ser eines d’èxit per
millorar les plantes de fabricació. Les tècniques de disseny d’estacions de treball d’aquest
estudi poden ser una guia per a projectes semblants en altres sectors.
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Chapter 1. Introduction
1.1

Research background and motivation

In a fast-changing market, it is crucial for industries to be able to adapt to different
levels of production. Some industries are using statistical methodologies and Lean
practices in their daily life. There are two complementary methodologies, widely adopted
across industries: Lean and Six Sigma. While Lean has a strong focus on value and
eliminating waste from the production process, Six Sigma focuses on reducing defects
and sources of variability. The unification of both philosophies is Lean Six Sigma (LSS),
and it is characterized by finding the roots of the problems from a quantitative approach
and implementing well-thought and tested improvements. Many industries have adopted
LSS tools, and its implementation has been proved successful.
LSS framework and tools provide a deep understanding of value and help companies
have a balanced production mix, low costs and low variability. Although these LSS tools
are useful to improve many areas of the production, they often do not provide a systematic
process that helps the production to improve coherently and continuously in time.
A very useful strategic tool to identify improvements in a manufacturing process
consists in Value Stream Analysis (VSA). VSA is a process in which the managers of the
company decide their strategic goals for the next 12 months by analyzing the value chain
and mapping it, using a technique called Value Stream Mapping (VSM). VSA is a tool
that allows the identification of specific improvement projects in the plant, aligned with
the long-term strategic goals of the company. However, to carry out the specific projects,
VSA needs a more detailed methodology, and Lean Six Sigma provides a sequence called
Define-Measure-Analyze-Improve-Control (DMAIC). This methodology focuses on
projects of process optimization. Research proves that LSS is successful across industries
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and in many different areas: manufacturing, information flow, supply chain management,
healthcare services…
More concretely, this thesis focuses in some industries that rely a lot in customization
and assembly work, having large sets of products with variants. Very often, the ability to
adapt to the customer is their competitive advantage in the sector. These industries are
difficult to automate, as they require few simple actions and human presence across the
line. In these cases, workstation design becomes key, because most of the waste has to do
with the movement of the workers or material flow. In this study, there will be a case
study for a company that manufactures cooling units for trucks, and had an increasing
demand and needed to increase units produced but had space limitations.
To overcome the space limitations, the managers understood that some processes must
be removed from the primary line and redesign the material flow. In the annual VSA, the
managers of the company decided to redistribute and redesign the assembly lines, by
unifying and improving a concrete workstation: a picking workstation about preparing
installation kits for the cooling units. This case was very useful to practice a VSA and
DMAIC approach, because it started from a generic problem related with customer value
and ended with a new solution that was not clear in the beginning.
Another remarkable aspect of this case is that allowed the team to practice a true
human-centered approach, as the worker in a new workstation was a woman with
intellectual disabilities. This fact was not only a challenge, but also an opportunity to
design a process that is truly error proof and minimizes human error.
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1.2

Research objectives

The value and originality of this thesis is to show how VSA and VSM are used with
DMAIC to carry out successful projects, and to identify how those practices can benefit
each other in a project.
Secondly, another objective is to develop a detailed description on how to carry out a
full VSA, which will enable industries to evolve in the good direction and to identify key
improvements.
The third objective of this research is to understand which Lean tools are integrated in
each phase of the DMAIC process. The tools used on this project will be the following:
Value-Stream mapping, Gemba, 5S, Pareto diagrams, Poka-yoke, First-In-First-Out
(FIFO) rails, Root cause analysis and Visual management.
Finally, the most practical objective of this thesis is to provide a methodology and an
example on how to improve picking workstations. Similar workstations are often found
in manufacturing plants. This thesis tries to describe and assess improvements that will
create a process with almost no variability, in which the errors are spotted at simple sight
and the movements are all comfortable, quick and predictable.
1.3

Research limitation

There are some limitations in this research, but none of them affects much the case.
First of all, there is absence of detail in the VSA conclusions, as the focus narrows very
quickly in the selected project. Many improvement projects that are key for the company
will not be described.
Secondly, the project was done in a very short amount of time, and there were not many
measurements about the performance after improvements. This is mainly because the
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benefits are many, and the process would have to be measured following many different
metrics.
Moreover, there is not a contrast between different alternative ways for VSA and
DMAIC to complement each other. There is a methodology choice in the beginning, but
it is not compared to others.
The last limitation of this project is that the control phase was done in a short amount
of time and there is no data about how the customers reacted in late complaints about the
quality of the parts, as well as the profit assessment of the improved delivery.
1.4

Organization of thesis

The organization of thesis is illustrated in Figure 1.1. Chapter 1 consists of research
background and motivation, research objective, research limitation, and research flow.
Chapter 2 describes the literature review related to Lean Six-Sigma. Chapter 3 presents
the methodology. Chapter 4 discusses the application of a case study. Chapter 5 provides
a conclusion.
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Chapter 1: Using VSM and DMAIC
for workstation design: a case
study in a picking workstation

Chapter 2: Literature Review
 Six Sigma and Lean
 PDCA and DMAIC
equivalence
 Value in Six Sigma
 Value Stream mapping
 Lean Tools

Chapter 3: Methodology
VSA:
Current VSM
Plan for FVSM
1. Define
2. Measure
3. Analyze
4. Improve
5. Control

Chapter 4:
Case study: workstation design

Chapter 5:
Conclusion

Figure 1-1. Organization of Thesis
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LSS Tools:
DMAIC
VSM
Workstation design
FIFO rail
Poka-yoke
Visual management

Chapter 2. Literature Review
In this chapter, there will be a review of the literature around Six Sigma, Lean
principles and understanding of value, and the use around the industries of Lean Six
Sigma and DMAIC methodology. At the end, there will be a focus on the integration of
Value-Stream mapping in Lean Six Sigma. The origins of this methodology can be traced
at 1986 with Six Sigma in Motorola (United States) and the already existing Lean
Manufacturing in Toyota (Japan). It combines identifying and removing the causes of
defects, minimizing variability and eliminating non-value adding activities.
2.1

Six Sigma

Six Sigma is a doctrine, which asserts the continuous improvement to achieve stable
and predictable results, by stating that the characteristics in business processes are
quantitative. In addition, it encourages a supportive management style that is driven by
data, statistics and returns, not on assumptions and guesswork. In fact, the term Six Sigma
refers to the Standard deviation (σ) symbol in a Gauss distribution. In a bell-shaped curve,
the distance of 6 standard deviation correspond to 99,7% of the data. The purpose of Six
Sigma is defined by the aim of having a small variability, without outliers in a process.
Six Sigma has two different models: DMAIC is suitable for process optimization, and
Design for Six Sigma (DFSS) is useful in product design. The DMAIC methodology has
been used widely in many industrial fields, as well as services, healthcare and logistics.
On the other hand, Six Sigma is frequently combined with Lean management, which
is a similar methodology because it is also based on data and continuous improvement.
However, Six Sigma is more of a methodology, while Lean management is a more generic
philosophy. The combination of the two practices, which appears in the beginning of the
2000s decade, is called Lean Six Sigma.
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2.2. Lean
Lean is a broad term that applies to almost all aspects across industries. Although there
are many ways to define Lean, all the definitions can be simplified by providing customer
satisfaction and therefore, being profitable. Lean is often called Agile, or stock-free
manufacturing, which tries to avoid batches and stock, and therefore being able to quickly
adapt to any change and correct any misdirection.
One of the focus of Lean is the understanding of value, as it is defined as something
that the customer is willing to pay for, and of the waste, which is the absence of value in
an activity. In fact, many scholars divide the activities in three types: Value Adding (VA),
Non-Value Adding (NVA), and Necessary Non-Value Adding (NNVA). NNVA, are also
called Value Enabling, as they do not add value by themselves but are necessary for
adding value in other activities.
Lean has a framework for carrying out projects called Plan-Do-Check-Act (PDCA).
Just like DMAIC, PDCA is a quantitative, iterative approach that looks for root causes.
This two approaches are very similar and many companies opt for any of them with very
similar results.
2.3. Lean Manufacturing and Six Sigma equivalence
The claim that Lean and Six Sigma have a complementary relationship is widely
accepted, and there are many experiences where companies coach each other in their
respective methodologies. As an example, Boeing is a leader in Lean and General Electric
is a leader in Six Sigma. There is an agreement that DMAIC is more adequate for carrying
out projects, and the Lean contribution to DMAIC is more related to Lean principles.
Both methodologies are similar and can be complementary. In general, PDCA puts
more emphasis in the execution and in the cyclic nature of improvement, while DMAIC
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emphasizes the identification of the root causes of the problems and the planning phase.
Their equivalence is widely accepted as being as shown in .

Figure 2-1. PDCA and DMAIC equivalence (Thinkleansixsigma.com, 2020)

Salah et al. (2019) mention that DMAIC is better than PDCA because it is a more
comprehensive and robust structure, and it can still include the Lean tools in a way. In
fact, they say one of the challenges of LSS is choose the adequate tools for each DMAIC
phase. Therefore, even though both methodologies are similar, there should be a better
way for Lean to complement Six Sigma.
The goal of Lean Six Sigma is to use a common vision and a language that integrates
both Lean and Six Sigma. LSS initiatives will transform organizations into crossfunctional process as long as there is a good understanding of its practices, principles and
tools.
The best summary of the Lean principles can be found in the book ‘Lean solutions’ by
Womack and Jones (2005).


Value: defined by the customer, everything that he is willing to pay for. No more,
no less. Identify where the values lie in the process.
16



Value-Stream: understanding what adds value and what does not. Sometimes
called ‘Map’.



Flow: make the product navigate continuously without batches, one-by-one,
through all the process.



Pull: is the need by the customer who initiates movement in the production phase.



Perfection: using True-north metrics, setting ambitious goals to emphasize that
improvement is always possible, and always continuing.

The DMAIC process requires a lot of planning, as a good planning will make the
execution shorter and reduce the probability of errors. There are also five phases in the
DMAIC process:


Define: define the problem to solve, who is affected by it and what goal do we
expect from the project.



Measure: observe the current state and measure it quantitatively, raising potential
causes of the problems identified and gathering data.



Analyze: study the measured data to understand root causes and origins of
variability and defects.



Improve: decide which proposal to carry on, test it and execute the solution.



Control: monitor the results achieved and establish controls to ensure the
sustainability of the results.

Salah et al. (2010) describe how the basic 5 Lean principles mentioned above can be
linked to the 5 phases of the DMAIC process, it can be seen in Error! Reference source
not found..
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Figure 2-2. Lean principles and Six Sigma DMAIC complementary structure (Salah et al., 2010)

2.4. Value in Lean Six Sigma: customer satisfaction and absence of waste
Value is commonly defined by: everything the customer is willing to pay for.
Alternatively, Lean Six Sigma can also have a different approach, by identifying Waste,
which is absence of Value.
2.4.1. Value as customer satisfaction
In order to understand what Value is, first there is a customer to be identified, whose
priorities must be understood. Identifying a customer is not trivial, because there can be
external and internal customers, with very different interests.
Customer satisfaction has a triple approach, which is commonly defined as QCD
(Quality, Cost and Delivery) that are the three ways customers mainly appreciate value.
The three dimensional approach of a commodity was defined in the 70s by the British
automobile sector and summarized by Imai in the book ‘Gemba Kaizen: a Commonsense,
Low-cost approach to Management’ (1997).
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Figure 2-3. 3-dimensional approach to a commodity (Domingo, 2003)

Quality is the attribute desired by the user or buyer that renders the product its primary
value and usefulness to him. Proper tolerances, specifications, features, and varieties are
examples of quality indicators. Many Lean practices are focused in providing reliable and
robust products. Even though providing the best quality can be difficult in the short-term,
developing suppliers and embracing a culture that exposes mistakes and bad practices
will lead to top-quality in the long-term.
Cost, the second dimension, refers to the cost of producing and delivering the product
to the customer; it has an impact on another cost: the cost to the buyer or the "price" he
pays for the good. Cost affects the marketability of the product and the profitability of
the producer. The Lean approach to cost is mainly about using resources in the most
efficient way, which is the same to say ‘avoiding waste’. There are generally 8 types of
waste, also called muda, as summarized by the acronym TIMWOODS. Transport,
Inventory, Motion, Waiting, Overproduction, Over-processing, Defects and the newly
added, Skill.
The third way to provide customer satisfaction by Lean is Delivery, which has to do
with time. Delivery involves bringing the finished goods or services to the customer at
the right time, at the right quantity or amount, at the right place. Lean is a timely system
that ensures customers the products when they want them. Thanks to avoiding variability
19

in processes, the delivery time can be predicted. there are many Lean tools related to
standardizing and having little unforeseen results.
2.4.2. Value as absence of waste
As mentioned before, there are 8 kinds of waste. Typically, it is 7, but lately there has
been added the eighth, which is skill or non-used talent. Waste is defined as something
that adds a cost to a product that it’s not worth its benefits. The following definitions are
provided by the book ‘Lean manufacturing that works’ by Bill Carreira (Carreira, 2005).
They can be remembered from the acronym TIMWOODS.
Transport: moving materials from one place to another. The product needs to move
around, and meanwhile it’s not being processed. Any movement is a waste, and
workstations and machines need to have a design that minimizes transport.
Inventory: every piece of raw material, work in progress or finished good that is not
being processed or gaining value will cost space and time. Designing well-balanced
processes that keep materials flowing will avoid inventories.
Motion: similar to transport, but not of material but of people. Motion is people turning
around, walking or picking-up things that are far from them. The analysis of this waste
has a lot to do with ergonomics, that repercute in health issues and fatigue.
Waiting: time that is wasted without adding value. Any process that it is not integrated
into their predecessors and successors will create a waiting time. To avoid waiting time
is important to have well balanced cycle times.
Overproduction: producing more than you need to produce. Overproduction creates
many side costs related to inventories by having produced more, and sometimes by not
being able to sell something. Pull systems are a good antidote against overproduction.
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Over processing: when there is an extra-move or part of a process that it’s not needed
because the customer doesn’t value it as such. Any additional part of a process that
requires more actions than needed is over processing.
Defects: works that are rejected because of defects have many costs associated. Mainly
reworking costs and inspection costs to prevent them. Any unit that is rejected from the
production stream will accumulate a huge amount of cost.
Skill: also called unused talent. When employees do not do as much as they could, or
they are being done tasks that are not their level of skill. It is responsibility of a good
manager to identify the potential of their team.

Figure 2-4. Eight types of waste. Source: tulip.com

2.4.3. Lean management
The Lean style of management consists in having a unified approach to the continuous
improvement from top to bottom, and from bottom to top again. Leaders must engage all
the workers to understand how value is being provided and have a culture that will lead
workers to make problems emerge and propose solutions. This approach is described in
the book ‘Gemba Kaizen’ by Masaaki (1997), where it basically describes how to improve
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productivity by involving employees to help eliminate nonessential steps, instead of doing
more, it consists of doing less of what’s not necessary.
Thanks to the emergence of problems and possible solutions, leaders will be able to
propose experiments to test improvements, ask proper questions and mainly, be guided
by understanding problems and proposing solutions, but always from an empirical and
quantitative approach, using metrics for decision-making. This is something that is even
more emphasized under Six Sigma.
By having a participative environment, workers will be expected to quickly identify
bad practices and to be developed in the company, always having the right level of skill
based on their work. Lean management is a coaching style, where leaders must encourage
and help their teams to develop, seeking the potential behind the skills of each person.
2.5. Lean Six Sigma
2.5.1. Definitions
Lean Six Sigma has become a very popular tool to improve operational excellence in
manufacturing (Albliwi, Antony, & Lim, 2015) (Timans, Ahaus, van Solingen, Kumar,
& Antony, 2016). Although there have been many different definitions, some of the most
relevant ones are the following:
“LSS is an approach focused on improving quality, reducing variation and eliminating
waste in an organization” (Furterer & Elshennawy, 2005)
“LSS frequently focuses on establishing and optimizing processes for activities that are
repetitive in nature, as well as on driving out waste from the processes” (Andersson,
Eriksson, & Torstensson, 2006)
“LSS is a well-established methodology for improving the speed, quality and cost of
manufacturing and service industries” (Vinodh, Gautham, & Ramiya, 2011)
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“LSS enables a company to improve both process cycle duration (efficiency and
timeliness) and process quality (defect reduction). Lean Six Sigma deploys data and
statistical analysis to expose the root cause of variation that results in inadequate process
outputs.” (Gupta, Acharya, & Patwardhan, 2013)
“While Lean focuses on speed and waste, normally addressed as efficiency, Six Sigma
emphasizes on reduction of variation and process evaluation, normally addressed as
effectiveness.” (Arnheiter & Maleyeff, 2005)
2.5.2. Lean Six Sigma practices in the industry
There are many examples of implementing the LSS approach in a manufacturing
industry. More concretely, Small and Medium enterprises constitute the bulk of the major
contribution to all the economies of the world, and especially in Europe. (Antony, Kumar,
& Madu, Six Sigma in small and medium sized UK manufacturing entreprises, 2005).
They are key for the jobs in all areas of business: production, finance, marketing and even
personal management.
Zhou (2016) studied more than 200 medium and small enterprises in the United States,
and stated that most of enterprises have an accurate understanding of Lean principles and
that they have a positive impact on their performance.
Chiarini (2014) studied five European motorcycle components manufacturing
enterprises that implemented different Lean tools and he discovered that Lean practices
not only had an impact on waste inside the production, but also had a positive impact
environmentally.
In India, Panwar et al. (2015) declared that Lean practices are still not applied across
industries, although it has been implemented in some enterprises and have had good
results, primarily reducing waste and increasing quality.
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Also China has been focus of some research, Taj (2008) studied 65 manufacturing
plants in China, and found that the implementation of Lean was led by oil industries, but
also in computer, telecommunications and electronics industries.
Jasti and Kodali (2014) studied the academic output of Lean practices research, and
they proposed that the focus of researches should be on creating and testing new
hypothesis, mainly thanks to techniques like case studies and surveys. Nowadays, 63.82%
of the empirical research in the Lean Six Sigma literature uses actual data for research
and can control and validate the process (Thomas, Ringwald, Parfitt, Davies, & John,
2014).
During the last two decades, the majority of the journal articles have been limited to
very few sectors, mainly manufacturing, healthcare, automotive and electronic industries.
In addition, the focus of these articles has been to test tools, obtain benefits and understand
the success factors (Shokri, 2017).
2.5.3. Lean Six Sigma and other methodologies
Many researchers have shown how Lean Six Sigma can be complemented with other
methodologies, such as Soft Systems Methodology to understand and evaluate as many
ideas as possible (Checkland, 1998), which was proven to be successful in the forecasting
of costs in a panel equipment manufacturer and successfully eliminating variation and
focusing on the human factor (Wang & Chen, 2012). Other methodologies, such as the
systemic innovation of TRIZ (Altshuller, 2000), have been also useful enhance the
effectiveness of Six Sigma in the banking services. This combination of methodologies
was useful to analyze customer needs and developing innovative solutions for process
improvement (Wang & Chen, 2010).
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In many industries, there is an increase of the variance of products because customers
demand more customization. This is why the assembling devices and processes need to
be more adaptable. By creating processes who are operation-oriented and have a onepiece-flow, it is possible to increase the demand and the production without making the
process more complex (Scholz, Kolb, Kästle, & Franke, 2016).
Six Sigma puts a lot of emphasis in quality by eliminating sources of variation and
analyzing failure mode effects. In order to reduce cost, Lean provides a useful and simple
way to analyze waste and to understand gaps in Value. (Carreira, 2005). It is using the
Value-Stream mapping that gaps can be identified quickly, as it stablishes a clear path to
understand how value is added in a product, and as opposed to it, how waste is present in
the process.
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2.6. Value stream analysis and Value stream mapping
In manufacturing, it is essential to see the opportunities for maximizing value and
eliminating waste in a process. One of the lean tools for identifying improvements is
Value Stream Analysis (VSA). Value Stream Analysis is an event that involves the
managers of a company and consists in a set of structured discussions and executive
decisions that will lead to the continuous improvement of the company. The most
important part of the VSA is the Value Stream Mapping (VSM). VSM is also among the
most important practices of Lean; it is a technique to map the current process design, the
material and information flow, and the waste around the factory. Whenever there is a
product for a customer, there is a value stream and the change lies in it. VSM does not
require hard work and complex analysis, just a pencil, a paper and a well-informed team
to describe and brainstorm improvements. The VSM will help focus on customer
demands, eliminate inventories and a highly flexible schedule. As Lean focuses in value,
its analysis relies in understanding how the value increases throughout the process, from
beginning to end.
In any VSA, there are two value stream maps. A current state map (CVSM), which
shows the situation at the current date, and a future state map (FVSM) that is typically set
in one-year time. The FVSM shows how the manufacturing activities, material and
information flow will be after the project is implemented. The VSM method can be used
for developments of new products, logistics and supply chain activities, improving
productivity, reducing service time, layout modifications and many others. In order to do
that, following the principles described in the book ‘Learning to see’ (Rother & Shook,
1999), managers of a Lean company, starting from the customer side of Value Stream,
should:
1. Define a take time, the speed at which customers demand the products
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2. Implementing one-piece flow, without buffers between workstations.
3. When not able to implement one-piece flow, FIFO-lanes and controlled
inventories (Supermarkets) should be adopted.
4. Define a peacemaker, which is the name given to a workstation that determines
the pace of all the others.
5. Levelling the production mix, using Heijunka to use the materials in the factory
at the steadiest possible way.
6. Determine the amount of work quantities for a short amount of time thanks to
Heijunka and stablish if the short-term production goal is met (intervals of 20
minutes normally)
7. Try to improve step 5 and 6 by making the times shorter with the SMED technique
(Single Minute exchange of die).
Although this approach is broad and versatile for many industries, many authors have
made detailed approaches to concrete sectors. As an example, (Yang, Kuo, Ton, & Lin,
2015) considered that for designing a future state VSM there were only five factors
needed: (1) production unit; (2) pacemaker process; (3) number of batches; (4) production
sequence; and (5) supermarket size. In their study about fishing net manufacturing, they
increased service level and reduced work in process (WIP) by at least 29,41% and 33,92%
respectively.
Value Stream Analysis is successfully implemented in many cases related to assembly
lines, where material flows and sub-assemblies are very complex. Seth et al. (2005) apply
this to a High-mix low-volume environments.
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2.6.1. VSM and DMAIC
Guo et al. (2019) have one of the most valuable contributions to the VSM and DMAIC.
They state that VSM is a very practical diagnosis tool, because it can be very useful for
having a way to quickly visualize the process and have an integral approach to the
improvements. It’s useful to improve the whole production line and to have a clear path
to the future of the production line. However, VSM is not a good tool to solve production
problems as it has some limitations: it fails to propose feasible solutions, because it lacks
a methodology to structure all the lean tools in problem solving. Therefore, sometimes
there will be contradictory solutions with the use of other lean tools. They propose to mix
the VSM with DMAIC to overcome the practical implementation of the diagnosis tool of
VSM, and they verify the performance of their methodology with an air-conditioner
assembly line.
There are mainly three integration model types of integration of VSM and DMAIC
(Salah, Rahim, & Carretero, 2019), in . In this case, the first one, ‘DMAIC is part of VSM’
will be used.

Figure 2-5. different compatibilities between VSM and DMAIC (Guo, Jiang, Xu, & Peng, 2019)
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The first model ‘DMAIC is part of VSM’, identifies waste from current VSM and
improves it and gets to future VSM thanks to DMAIC procedure. The second model is
when in a DMAIC process, VSM is used to support some specific parts of it, being the
most popular model among LSS scholars. The third model is one that uses VSM or
DMAIC independently depending on the problem they want to focus on.
Karim et al. (2013) develop a methodology that includes a continuous performance
measurement based on lean principles. In their study, they create the first systematic
approach to identify wastes, select appropriate lean tools, identify relevant performance
indicators, achieve significant performance and establish lean culture.
However, not only identifying waste is part of the Lean Six Sigma practices, it also
needs to be eliminated. To name some commonly used ones, Pareto chart, fishbone
diagram, poka-yoke or 5S are useful to eliminate waste, but if they are not integrated in a
structured process of improvement, their results might even be counterproductive.
DMAIC is the appropriate framework to integrate Lean practices according to de Mast et
al. (2012), because it is a problem-structuring device that has empirical results in waste
elimination, both in structured and semi-structured cases. In spite of all the proven
benefits, the authors point out some weakness of the method, which is its inferior
methodology for problem diagnosis. They agree with Guo et al. (2019) that the biggest
challenge is the lack of a strategic guidance, as this could limit the success of the method.
After having concluded that DMAIC and VSM are proved successful practices, and
that they are complementary, as VSM provides the adequate overview and waste
identification methodology, whereas DMAIC is a problem solving approach that will help
structure all the process, giving coherence to the use of the different Lean tools.
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2.6.2 Lean tools
A good LSS approach can use many different tools, either in form of Kaizen events or
more in depth analysis for complex projects. Industries should use Six Sigma and Lean
simultaneously, and make use of all the tools provided.

Figure 2-6. Some Lean and Six Sigma tools (Salah, Rahim, & Carretero, 2019)

Antony (2004) states that each tool plays a certain role that is specific to the problem.
So in order to have a successful DMAIC process, every tool needs to be applied knowing
when, where, why and how. Most of lean tools fall under the Improve and Control phases
of DMAIC, but there is no reason why they should not be used earlier, once the
opportunity is identified (Snee, 2005).
VSM is an example of a tool to be used in the earlier phases of the project, mainly the
CVSM in the Define phase, and the FVSM in the Analyze phase, as the improvements
have not been done yet but can be estimated. Some authors propose the VSM in the
measure phase.
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Table 2-1. Some of the most common Lean tools and principles

TOOL

WHAT IS IT?

WHAT IS IT USED FOR?

5S

Organize the work area: Sort, Set, Shine,
Standarize and Sustain

ANDON

Visual feedback system for production status,
alerts when assistance and enables stopping
the production process in case of incidence.
Work-in-process flows without buffers
between different workstations of the
manufacturing process
Analyzing the problems on the plant floor –
where the value is added.

CONTINUOUS FLOW

GEMBA

HEIJUNKA

JIDOKA
JUST IN TIME

KAIZEN
KANBAN

OVERALL EQUIPMENT
EFFECTIVENESS (OEE)
POKA-YOKE

ROOT CAUSE ANALYSIS

SINGLE-MINUTE
EXCHANGE OF DIES
SIPOC DIAGRAM

STANDARIZED WORK

TOTAL PRODUCTIVE
MAINTENANCE
VALUE STREAM
MAPPING
VISUAL FACTORY

Production mix in very small batches by
sequencing variants within the same process
and provides a balanced production.
Automation of the process, partial or total.
A whole philosophy about serving customer
demand as quickly as possible, originating a
pull that affects inventories and suppliers.
Strategy that focuses on achieving regular,
incremental improvements in manufacturing.
A visual method to regulate the pull of a
factory with suppliers and customers using
coloured cards.
Framework of productivity loss for a
manufacturing process. Three categories are
tracked: Availability, Performance and Quality
Design process that include detection and
prevention into production processes.
Understanding the underlying problem instead
of applying a quick fix. Often done by asking
‘why’ 5 times.
Reduce non-operating machine time by
moving operations during running time and
simplifying changing of production batch.
A tool used by a team to identify 5 key
elements on a process before it begins
Suppliers, Inputs, Process, Outputs, Customers
and Requirements.
Documented and continuously updated
procedures that describe the best practices and
operations to perform a process.
Holistic approach to maintenance, focuses on
proactive and preventive actions. It empowers
operators to help maintain their equipment.
A tool to map visually the flow of production.
Shows the current state of processes in order
to highlight opportunities.
Used to show data and information of all the
processes in real time.
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Eliminates waste of movement of
objects and simplifies visual
inspection
Facilitates communication, reduces
waiting time and simplifies
interactions
Eliminates waiting time, inventory
waste and transport.
eal understanding of concrete issues,
first-hand observation and with help
of employees.
Reduces lead times of each product
and reduces inventories.
Workers can monitor more than
Reduce inventory levels, improve
cash flow and reduces space.
Creates a culture of a critical point of
view for eliminating waste.
Facilitates the pull, therefore helps
reducing inventories.
It is a simple metric to track the room
for improvement in the best possible
use of the equipment.
It avoids defects to happen,
sometimes making them impossible,
and saves inspection costs.
Ensure the problem is truly
eliminated by applying corrective
action to the actual ‘root cause’
Reducing waiting waste and creating
more balanced production mix,
therefore reducing inventories.
Helps define and scope a complex
project.

Eliminates waste by describing best
actions, educates workers and
creates a baseline for improvement.
Maximizes operational time and
reduces unforeseen costs of repairs.
Creates a culture of responsibility.
Expose waste and provide a roadmap
for improvement.
Simplifies interactions and makes
information available to everyone.

Chinvigai et al (2009) summarizes the popular tools of Lean Six Sigma and classifies
them in the DMAIC phase most usual for them.
Table 2-2. LSS tools and their use in the DMAIC process.
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Chapter 3. Methodology
The methodology for this case study is a combination between Value-Stream mapping
and DMAIC of Lean Six Sigma. As shown in the literature review, it is framed as
‘DMAIC as part of VSM’, as the DMAIC process will be the way to transition from the
Current VSM to the Future VSM. This approach is particularly useful in industries that
use VSM as the main tool for their obtaining their strategic goals in the long-term. Even
if the company normally carries out projects without the DMAIC model, using it will be
very useful because it provides a roadmap.
Several Rapid Improvement Events
Long term projects
Different methodologies and impacts

Waste identification across the
plant
Proposal of different projects to
improve according to strategic
goals

VALUE-STREAM ANALYSIS





1. Define customer expectations
2. Value Stream Mapping
3. Value Analysis
4. Value Stream Plan

KPI improvement

New layout
Better process

Selection of 1 project
Define:
Project key process
critical variables
Team, Timeline

Measure:
Describe current
process
Magnitude of the
problem

Analyze:
Determine root causes
Formalize hypothesis

Improve:
Decide action
Design improvements
and test

Control:
Keep track of the
process performance
Corrective actions

DMAIC

Figure 3-1. Methodology

Prior to any project, the direction of the company will have decided the key goals of
the company (normally in a 5-year horizon). Then, a Value stream analysis will be carried
out, and some ideas for projects will appear. One of the projects will be selected for the
DMAIC model.
3.1

Value Stream Analysis

Every year, the managers of the company hold an annual Value-Stream analysis, which
consists in a 5 days (40 hours) meeting that involves all the managers of the company.
Value Stream Analysis is a standard process for measuring, understanding, and improving
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the flow and interactions of all the associated tasks across the enterprise to keep the cost,
service and quality of a company’s products and services as competitive as possible.
The objective is to improve cycle time in existing process, even if Lean tools have
already been applied. Also, continue to mature knowledge and skills of new and existing
employees using Lean concepts. The Operational Excellence team facilitates the VSA,
and all the managers and relevant people in the organization appear and discuss some
topics in order to improve the manufacturing process. A value stream perspective means
working on the big picture, not just optimizing the parts.
The outputs of the value-stream analysis is the following:
1. A Cross-functional team will look at every process required to maintain the
business and there will be structured and unstructured discussions to identify
key areas of improvement.
2. Graphical representation of all the processes, both showing product flow and
information flow.
3. One Current Value Stream Map with the current state of the company observed
by the team (CVSM).
4. Another Future Value Stream Map with the future state after one year (FVSM)
5. A plan on how to get from the Current VSM to the future VSM, with a
transformation schedule to follow during the next 12 months.
If the VSA is successful, it will provide with meaningful opportunities for
improvement and will create a common ground for all the managers to resolve proactively
the next generation of issues. The principles guiding the facilitation of the VSA are:


Get everyone involved: hands-on work, look for ideas everywhere



Identify root causes: it’s a problem-solving tool
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Turn ideas into action, target waste and plan



Develop a plan with a sequence of events

3.1.1 Execution of VSA
There are 4 basic steps in a VSA, as appear in Figure 3-2.

Figure 3-2. Basic steps of a VSA.

Defining customer expectations: helps determine appropriate scope and start with the
appropriate mindset. It’s useful to understand the competition and our value proposition,
and focuses on service and delivery.
Value stream mapping: creates product families, documents the current state, visions
the future state and puts together a project pipeline to transform the industrial activity.
Pays attention to material and information flow. In a lower level of detail there will be
also an analysis of people’s flow. The level of detail is door to door, which means that
start when the raw materials enter the company and ends when finished products leave.
It considers each workstation as a black box, with inputs and outputs.
Value analysis: walk the whole value adding process and visually look for the 8 wastes
exist. Differentiating between VA, NVA, and NNVA. The later will be where most
opportunities will appear.
VS plan & Review Process: After identifying opportunities, there will be high-level
discussions on possible measures and projects to carry out during the next 12 months.
After identifying these projects and a rough estimate on the resources involved, the
managers will schedule and plan the time and resources given to each project.
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In the Value Stream analysis, the company will map the plant, with all the processes
that add value to the products, stablishing pull and measuring all the inventories. This part
is crucial because it will provide ideas for many improvements or projects to execute
during the following year in the company. The advantages of starting with this analysis,
to name some, are the following:


It makes the managers share their problems



Understand the production as a whole



Decides the priorities for the next year



Facilitates cultural change and a Lean framework

Out of all the ideas that come out of the VSM, a project will be selected, and the
DMAIC methodology will start.
3.2

DMAIC: carrying out the project

Define: in this part, the problem will be defined, explaining the scope, team, timeline
and goals of the project. Some typical parts of the define phase overlap with the VSM,
however, most of the material related to project management will be produced in this
phase.
Measure: it consists in the data collection of the process, to understand what
improvements to expect, with concrete measurements to seize the waste. There will be
some KPI selected and observed. Thanks to this phase, we can start having an idea of the
problems in the current state. In this phase there will be very detailed descriptions of the
current process and some Kaizen events.
Analyze: after having identified the waste, in the analyze part there will be hypothesis
to find the sources of the errors and waste, and some ideas will be drafted to be tested
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afterwards. There will be attention to different types of errors, bottlenecks and sources of
variation. Thanks to the ideas gathered in this part, new improvements will start to
emerge.
Improve: in this phase is when the ideas for the testing will be carried out and the
project will be materialized. This phase involves most of the work, as requires putting
into practice the different solutions and coordinating a large team.
Control: a plan for obtaining data of the new performance will be made and try to
prepare contingency plans to avoid bad consequences and ensure the solutions are
working.
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Chapter 4. Case Study
This chapter has three parts. In the first part, there will be a brief explanation about the
company, its situation and strategic goals, as well as the management style. In the second
part, the development of the project will be explained. In the end, there will be a thorough
description of all the technical aspects related to workstation design.
Brief summary of the case study: (Figure 4-1)
TC company is a company located in Europe that manufactures cooling machines for
trucks, with the goals of providing world-class quality and delivery, as well as a strong
culture of diversity. The managers of the company identify the need of being more
responsive and delivering more quality to their customers during their annual valuestream analysis, and they identify several gaps in the manufacturing process.
One of these gaps consists in the process of preparing bags with different sets of
electrical parts in three parallel picking workstations at the end of the three assembly lines
of the company, in the style of classical picking workstations. The managers identify a
lot of waste in the process, as well as bad managed inventories and frequent complaints
from the customers. Therefore, they came up with the idea of unifying three workstations
in one, with the chance that they could integrate a full-time worker with the job of
preparing small bags with electrical components.
Furthermore, the company saw an opportunity to integrate someone with an intellectual
disability in the new workstation, as they had a strong commitment with diversity.
Consequently, the design of the whole workstation had to be done with extreme attention
to detail, visual clues and intuitive processes. In this case study there will be presented
both the DMAIC method of solving the problem and all the key aspects of the design of
such a unique workstation.
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CHAPTER 4
Case study: design of an intuitive picking workstation using VSM and DMAIC

CASE DESCRIPTION
T Company
 Markets
 Products
 Goals

The plant
 Employees
 Spaces and Layout
 Material flow

The product
 Characteristics
 Manufacturing process
 Material flow

VALUE STREAM ANALYSIS





Tools
Design flow systems
Implement pull
SIPOC analysis
5S

The worker
 Person with intellectual
disabilities
 Learning process

DMAIC PROCESS

Execution
1. Define customer expectations
2. Decide goals and indicators
3. Value Analysis
4. Value Stream Plan






Long-term benefigs
 Cross-functional collaboration
 Lean principles awareness
 Proactively resolve next generation of issues

1. Define
Problem Statement
Business case
Timeline and scope
Team

2. Measure
1. Data collection plan
2. Process description
3. Defects and waste
identification

3. Analyze
 5 Whys for root causes
 Hypothesis testing

Outputs
 Key areas of improvement and indicators
 Graphical representation of all the processes: product and
information
 Current Value Stream Map and Starburst identification
 Path to get to Future Value Stream Map







4. Improve
Visual help
Templates and cards
Box location
Kanban Orders
Work standards






5. Control
Risk assessment
Adaptation process
Feedback loops
Statistical records

Figure 4-1. Summary of Chapter 4

4.1

T Company: a description

T Company (TC) is a company that designs, assembles and distributes portable aircooling machines for the transport of perishable goods. TC is a world leader, operating in
all continents and having authorized distributors in 75 countries, and with a long history
of success and a solid culture. TC has a large catalogue of products, for Road, Rail and
Marine.


Road: TC has a wide range of solutions for trailers, trucks, vans, buses and
shuttles. Emphasizing a whole continuous cold chain approach and smart mobility
inside cities.



Rail: provides systems for train, light rail, tramways, metro and driver cabins.



Marine: a line of products for generating power supply and refrigeration units for
shipping containers.
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The goals of TC for the next decade are sustainability related. TC seeks to have an
integral approach to every aspect of their business, from operations to governance,
emphasizing the employee and community aspects of its job.
The main goals of the decade 2020-2030 can be classified in four fields:
1. Customer outcomes:


Reduce customer carbon footprint by one gigaton.



Integrate circularity in all its systems



Increase access to cooling and fresh food and water

2. Operations and Supply chain:


Achieve carbon-neutral operations



Zero non-recyclable waste



10% less energy consumption



Net positive in water use

3. People:


Enhanced workforce diversity reflective of local communities



Achieve gender parity in leadership roles



Maintain world-class safety and engagement metrics



Provide wellness offerings

4. Citizenship:


Broaden community access to well-being services



Invest in STEM workforce development programs



Launch seed grants for critical mobility needs

After reviewing all these goals, it is clear that the company has a very community and
sustainability focused culture. In the case study, the goals related to the project are
‘enhanced workforce diversity’, ‘maintain world-class safety and engagement metrics’.
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4.1.1 The plant
The TC plant of this study, located in a coastal city in the south of Europe, is a company
with the goal of assembling cooling machines for trucks. Most concretely, it serves the
functions of engineering and assembling of the units. Nowadays it provides great variety
of units, depending on their service temperature, isolation and modes. Its production is
divided into three main assembly lines that can produce 100 units/day.
There are around 120 employees in the plant, with approximately the following
distribution:
Table 4-1. Workforce of the plant

TYPE OF WORKER

AMOUNT

MANAGERS

15

PROFESSIONALS

40

SERVICE AND CLERICAL
SUPPORT
PLANT AND MACHINE
OPERATORS

10
65

The Managers of TC share responsibilities as part of the greater company (with
multinational activity) with a matrix structure. The engineering managers have
international engineering work, and the production and manufacturing managers are in
contact with the daily life activities of the plant, which is where the focus will rely in this
project.
In terms of energy consumption and uses of different spaces, the plant is distributed in
the following way.
Table 4-2. Surface of each area of the plant

ZONES

POWER
BY

SURFACE
[M2]

POWER
[KW]
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WORKING
HOURS [H]

TOTAL
ENERGY
[KWH]

OFFICES
SERVICES
STORAGE

SURFACE
[W/M2]
100
100
100

578,36
258,16
532,98

57,84
25,82
53,30

8
6
8
TOTAL

462,72
154,92
426,40
1.044,04

The manufacturing plant has the following distribution; as seen in Figure 4-2. In the
manufacturing area there are clearly three differentiated assembly lines. Later in this
chapter, the same figure will be updated with material flow.
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Figure 4-2. Plant layout
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4.1.2 The product
TC has a wide range of products manufactured in around different plants around the
world. For the concrete case we are going to study, the plan is located at a coastal city in
the south of Europe, and the products that manufactures are mainly for Vehicle Powered
units and for Marine containers. Vehicle Powered Units are units that will be installed in
trucks for road transportation, and have the following characteristics. There are a total of
10 different units produced in the factory, with minor changes depending on the
legislation of the customer’s country. The machines have varying levels of complexity,
price and performance. Figure 4-3 shows a cooling unit, with its characteristics behind,
just to illustrate.

Figure 4-3. Example of a cooling unit for trucks



Weigh around 50-100 kg



3500 W of power



Multi-temperature solutions, from small vans to large trucks



Fresh, frozen and deep frozen in different parts of the truck



Without need of an independent engine



Low noise, low emissions
4.1.3 The manufacturing of the units
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The products are manufactured in three different lines, classified following complexity
and number of operations, and the operations workers do on them are mainly assembly
of different pieces. There are no temperature or thermodynamic processes related, as well
as not any large automated process. The only complex auxiliary machinery that can be
found in the factory are some welding and some specific stations of tube cutting and
bending. These parts of the process do not play any role in the current case.
There are three production cells, 1, 2 and 3. Each assembly line can have a different
number of workers assigned and produce different amount of units per day (8h). In Table
4-3 there is a simplified explanation of the different production levels. The takt time is
calculated based on 450 minutes (7:30 h), the takt time is the time needed to produce a
unit, and it is also the time each worker spends with the same machine.
Although all the levels in each line have similar productivity rates, changing production
levels negatively affect productivity, because there is always a point where there are either
machines not being worked on in the line, or workers without a machine to work on.
Table 4-3. Overview of the levels of production of the different cells

Cell
Units produced

1
V800
MAX 50

production (units)
Workers
Cycle time (min)

3
6
4
7
150 75

9
10
50

2
CE
C450
V100, V200,
V300
42
55 70
13
17 21
10,7 8,2 6,4

3
V500
V500 SPC
B100
25
15
18

32
21
14,1

44
27
10,2

More than 90% of the time, the workers are putting parts together, using manual and
air-compressed tools for screwing, reinforcing and fitting pieces. In fact, the profit margin
of the machines is very high, as there are almost only material and people costs, but not
much energy and other auxiliary products.
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In order to have an overview of the whole process and the materials used for building
a cooling unit, a simplified diagram of the construction is provided. Together with the
material flow around the factory, it can help understand the nature of the work inside the
manufacturing plant.
In the Figure 4-4, there is a simple explanation of the process of assembly of one of the
three lines. In this diagram, which does not follow any space and layout distribution, it
shows how the pieces and products used for the assembly of the machines are obtained
from the storage, and then put together on the main structure. It must be said that although
it does not portray all the processes in the three lines, the other two assembly lines require
different actions and materials, but for the purpose of this case, it does not change
anything.
All the actions that require machinery are in blue boxes, and the manual labor is in
green boxes. Some parts require previous assembly before being added to the structure,
which are labeled with a second index, such as: ‘5.1 Compressor preparation’. The boxes
united with the thick green arrow are the principal manual actions, while the others are
parallel actions. The focus of the case will be in the action 12.2 ‘Kit preparation’, found
in the bottom right of Figure 4-4, which is the preparation of the kits. The action 12.2 is
fundamentally the same for all the different units. This position has been identified with
a starburst symbol, as it is where later there will be an opportunity identified from the
board of managers, and where the case of this study will be presented.
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STORAGE
1 Support structure
1 Transformer
1. Muntatge Estructura

1 Condenser

2. Ruta de trenes

1 Switch

1 Rectifier

Tubs

3. Rectifier assembly

BulbIsolating painting

8.1 Suction

Expedition

5 Valves
Viewer set

Assembled tubes

Storage of
assembled
tubes

Assembled tubes

2.3 Assembly of
viewer

1 Filter

Foam

Suction set

9. Second
leaking test

4. Valves and filter assembly

11.1 Bulb
preparation

8. Assembly suction set

Trenes de cables
Assembled tubes

1.4 Welding

5.Compressor assembly

6. Leaking test

7. Battery preparation

10. Electrical Connexions

11. Bulb Checking

Viewer

Ready tubes
1.3 Tube
polisher

CART FOR
TRANSPORT

2.2 Crimping
machine

Wire harness

5.1 Compressor
preparation

Battery set

12. Packaging

13. Strapping

Coils
Pierced tubes

1.2 T-Drill

Cut tubes
1.1 Bending
tubes machine
RUNNER
5/250 tubes

2.1 Installation
of Harness
wires

Screws
Glue
Cables

Valves

7.1 Battery
preparation

Pressure gauge

12.1 Box
preparation

Kits

Crane

5 m of plastic tubes
10 harness

Battery Foam

1 Compressor
TRANSPORT

STORAGE

Figure 4-4. Flow diagram of the assembly of the cooling units
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Cardboard

12.2 Preparaton
of kits
Bags
Spare parts

Figure 4-5. Material flow of one of the assembly lines
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From the inspection and the overview of the process, some quick conclusions appear:


The process follows a linear flow, starting at the beginning of the assembly
lines (on the right) and finishing on the end (left), where the finished unit goes
to the expedition zone.



Most of the actions are done in the main line. There are very few actions in
parallel, because all the actions are done on the central structure of the unit.
This implies that there are very few ways to reorganize the work.



There are two main costs in this process, cost of time and of materials.
Therefore, the best way to improve the assembly of the units is designing
effective and robust processes (less time waste and defects) and having lean
inventories.

However, it is not possible to have a clear idea of the process only by analyzing material
flow and layout distribution, as there are some other key factors, such as inventory levels,
takt time and production mix.
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4.2

Value-Stream analysis (VSA)

The Value Stream analysis of the company was held in December 2018, facilitated by
the Operational Excellence team, which consisted in three people. The event consisted in
five days of full-time engagement of the managers of the company. The plan and
scheduling of the event is shown in Table 4-4. Plan of the VSA.
Table 4-4. Plan of the VSA

DAY TOPIC
Last VSA overview
1
8 Wastes and Lean
principles
Walk the Gemba

2

3

Current VSM Review
Performance metric
trend review
CVSM Critical path
Ideal State
Draw Ideal State
Discuss flow, 5S, pull
Gap analysis /
Solution approach
Map the Future State

4

5

Future State solution
approach
Plan the future state
Check indicators
(KPI) improvement
after projects
Build pipeline
Review the whole
VSA
Design control
Report-out

DESCRIPTION
Display and review VSA A3 and SIPOC.
Explain to the managers how to understand and identify waste.
Initial high level view of the flow, set the level for awareness
and familiarity.
Review prepared physical flow map and complete data tags.
Review performance trends – Safety, Quality, Delivery,
Productivity, Inventory, Employee Engagement, Growth.
Mark critical path and identify starbusts on map.
Introduce ideal state. Customer-centric product aspirational
model. Globally thinking and growth oriented.
Capture ideal state ideas and draw picture of ideal flow.
Introduce best practices and principles to the team
Focus on starburst and categorize them into themes. Identify
size of the projects to carry out. Quantify improvements after
Rapid Improvement Events, Just Do It or Projects.
Draw the map of future state after the projects have been
carried out (in 12 months)
Assign projects to owners in different departments
Schedule and layouts projects and transformation activities
during.
Review plan & impact estimates against targets

Assign priorities, define phase-gate
Discuss previous agreements and obtain insights
Design ways to check the correct evolution of the projects
Report-out to Senior leadership
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The following list is the team who assisted in the VSA, their competences and roles are
very different and that is very important to get a broad overview of the production process.
Table 4-5 Assistants at the VSA 2018

ROLE
PLANT MANAGER
OPERATIONAL
EXCELLENCE MANAGER
PRODUCTION MANAGER
HR MANAGER
PROCUREMENT MANAGER
TEAM LEADERS
SALES MANAGER
PRODUCT DEVELOPMENT
MANAGER
ENGINEERING MANAGER
FINANCIAL MANAGER

DESCRIPTION
Head of the factory and responsible of all the executive
decisions.
Facilitating VSA and bringing continuous
improvement to the company
Delivering the production mix and assigning workers
and resources
Responsible of the development of workers, employee
engagement.
Taking care of the supply chain, relationships with the
payments and inbound logistics.
Lead the production lines and solve immediate
problems at low level.
Relationship with the customers and the market,
obtains purchasing requests.
Development of new products, innovation, new trends
and features.
Engineering projects, finding technical solutions and
budgeting.
Financial reports, investment activities and strategic
planning for the future

4.2.1 Understanding the customer
The plant is part of the world leader of cooling units, and their customers value
specially the delivery and the customization of the product. The company has very large
margins compared to the competition, and has higher prices. However, customers are
happy with higher prices because of the fast delivery that TC provides.
The fast delivery is achieved by a very smooth pull process, many different production
levels and a flexible workforce. TC can produce a lot of units without much planning
beforehand, and customers know they can rely on them to get cooling units when there
are emergencies. Also, they provide service assistance in many different countries of the
world, where other manufacturers can’t serve quickly. From a financial point of view, the
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company has a very quick Cash Conversion Cycle, because they can cash in very quickly
the customer’s orders, while their inventories are always low.
The team came to the following conclusions:


It is essential for the company to have very flexible production levels to provide
service when customers have a very high need of them.



Being responsive and reliable in the delivery is the key of their high prices, only
during emergencies customers are willing to pay more.



They achieve high profitability by cashing in quickly and having very low
levels of inventory.



Customers value close and reliable service.



Big customers have special requirements, and the company is able to adapt
some units to suit their preferences.



Having cash in the company is what allows the company to have a structure
based on variable costs, therefore being more responsive.
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4.2.2 Goals and indicators for the next 12 months
Before discussing any of the indicators and possible projects, the managers discussed
the key goals for 2019:
Goals


Grow revenues by 4,4%



Grow unit sales by 800 units, from 20.300 to 21.100



Margin at 50%



Reduce ICQ DPPM by 70%, from 39.500 to 12.000

Action lines


Eliminate A, drastically reduce B&C claims



Prepare the supply chain for growth



Launch new products flawlessly



Reach productivity targets



Expand margin by reducing costs

The VSA lead to some agreements among the management, this made it possible for
them to agree on some goals and Key Performance Indicators to improve during the next
12 months. The indicators are related to: safety, quality, delivery, inventories, employee
engagement and growth.
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Indicators
Safety
Current state: There has been 10 years without a single accident in the company, the
best efforts have been made on safety, and that’s one of the priorities of the plant. The
managers agreed that safety is something that should never be compromised, at the
expense of any other issue.
KPI: before the company was using the indicator: ‘number of consecutive days without
any accident in the factory’. However, they decided to change it for a more ambitious
one, the KPI they decided to use is: number of off work days missed by working accident.
Projects: the company decided to think and develop workstations and activities that
require less energy and are very comfortable. Therefore, workers with minor injuries or
with special needs can still perform useful work. Managing small inventories of bolts and
screws was one idea.
Delivery
Current state: fast delivery is one of the company’s biggest features. TC promises to
deliver units in less than 2-3 days in Southern Europe, 1 week in Northern Europe. 3
weeks in Middle East and 4 weeks in America. This is how they have great value added
to keep high margins in the selling price.
KPI: the indicator used is ‘% of units delivered on time’, as stated in the pharagraph
above.
Projects: The cases when a unit is not delivered on time is detrimental to a balanced
production along the weeks. In fact, any change in the numbers of units assembled/day
has an impact on cost and productivity. The team observed that the fails in delivery were
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mainly during peaks of demand and production. The projects related to this indicator were
related to implement rapid changes to production volumes and improving assembly line
capability. In order to do that, there needs to be space saved and workstation designed
more efficiently, as they are the key aspects that threaten growth.
Quality
Current state: quality is the aspect were management identifies more room for
improvement. The plant is among the worst in requests for repairs and maintenance of
units in the company. In fact, they identify that the problem is the rate of problems solved,
as they are not classifying the problems in an appropriate way.
KPI: the indicator they will use is ‘number of warrantee requests earlier less than 6
months after delivery’. They estimate that most of the losses and customers dissatisfied
come quality issues.
Projects: developing a proper diagnosis system and a classifying method for solving
quickly quality problems. Once quality problems are properly clustered, it will take less
time for quality engineers to work on them.
Inventories
Current state: the plant has managed to reduce inventories at more than half of their
level during the last 5 years. The strategy they followed to achieve that was having less
duplicities in the lines. In order to do that, they had to redesign the assembly operations
through the line to avoid having the same part in two different workstations. Also, they
have less than 3 days delivery for more than 75% of the references. This fact allows the
company to have very lean inventories and almost never running out of material.
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KPI: the indicator used to measure inventories was ‘% of cost of inventories reduced
from current level’, and the goal was set at a 10% reduction.
Projects: the strategy will continue by trying to unify workstation and points where
the material is kept along the line.
Employee engagement
Current state: TC has seen a decrease in employee engagement in the last three years.
They attribute it mainly to the increasing workload the workers have, and flexibility in
their working hours. In fact, many workers complain about having to change very often
their workstation, that sometimes they are required to work extra hours with little or no
previous information. The managers of the company link the sources of the dissatisfaction
to the fact that many workers have to perform some small side jobs when the production
is low. When there are not many units assembled, some small jobs that require less time
than others require workers moving around the line and adding a lot of waste in
unnecessary people movement. Apart from that, TC has a strong commitment with
diversity, and believe that improving the rate of people from different origins, as well as
different age groups and gender, will improve the current mood in the factory.
KPI: ‘the average satisfaction mark that workers give to company during biannual
evaluation.’
Projects: TC needs to find a way to balance the lines better, and be able to adapt and
change production levels quickly. Workers will have more stable workstation and there
will be less chaos in the lines. The managers see that having more predictable workload
will improve the current mood of the factory.
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Growth
Current State: the company has been growing 10% during the last five years.
However, it seems that it is not enough, as they are producing more machines every year,
and there are around 30% of the weeks at maximum capacity. During the weeks of
maximum capacity, any subtle increase of demand will result in units not being delivered
on time.
KPI: ‘maximum capacity’
Projects: TC needs to find more place for more workers and more workstations in the
companies. The managers plan to restructure the lines to have more space for more
people, and to unify some workstations that are the same in each line.
4.2.3

Current Value Stream Map

After reviewing all the indicators and the main goals that the company is facing, the
managers reviewed thanks to a Gemba walk and the facilitation of the OpEx team, and
drew the Current Value Stream Map.
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Figure 4-6. Current Value Stream Map, Source: Operational Excellence team of TC (2018)
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Figure 4-6. This High level description of the process is merely illustrative in the current
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case, as it is hard to identify the opportunity just looking at it, because it’s such a small
workstation that it is included in the three boxes ‘Cell 1’, ‘Cell 2’, and ‘Cell 3’.
However, it is still interesting to see a full VSM displayed, showing how the orders
get into the plant and how different parts of the assembly process are included. In
addition, how the pull and the flow work in this concrete example.
4.2.4 VSA Starburst: unifying picking workstation
On the process of reviewing the VSM, the managers identified several starbursts.
This is the term used to identify very clear improvement opportunities in the flow
process. There were many starburst identified in the process, but the one that this case
puts the focus on is the ‘Workstation of preparation of kits’. In this section, there will
be a short description of the opportunity to improvement and an argumentation to defend
the link linked to all the key indicators and areas of improvement of the company.
This is only a small part of the VSA, as there are many opportunities and projects that
will have an impact in the manufacturing flow. The focus of this study is more on the
DMAIC phase, but all the identification of the opportunity has been done using VSA.
Before talking about the starburst, summarize all the principles identified by the
managers after reviewing customer’s preferences and key performance indicators:


Safety: not compromising safety at any costs. Providing safe and

confortable alternatives for people slightly injured or in need of a more relaxed
environment.


Delivery and growth: freeing some space in the lines in order to fit more

workers, thus being able to increase units produced and always delivering on
time.
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Quality: reducing defects that produce complaints in the first months of

use of the unit.


Inventories: reducing duplicities in the locations of the references.



Employee engagement: increasing diversity of workforce and giving

more concrete and les variability tasks to the workers.
Description of the current situation from a value stream point of view:
There are three assembly lines for cooling units; there is a picking workstation in each
of them, where a worker operates for less than 1 minute per unit. In this workstation, the
worker puts some electrical components in small plastic bags. These components are
useful for the installation of the cooling unit in the customer’s truck.
This workstation presents the following problems:


Triple inventory points.



Workers have to switch workstations very often, as the amount of work
needed is less than a cycle time, while they are currently doing other work.



Some customer’s complaints about the electrical parts not being enough and
therefore not being able to install the unit.



Inefficiencies of the process, as it is not a proper workstation and it is not
designed as such. Material flow, ergonomic and 5S are not the best.
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Centralizing the three workstations in one could have the following advantages:


Enough workload for a 4-5 hours shift.



Reducing total inventories, as there would only be one point.



Freeing space in the lines, therefore enabling a production growth.



Optimizing the process by designing it in a more calm location at the
beginning of the line.



Improve the overall performance of the workers in the lines, as they will not
need to change their workstation during the same unit.

After having identified the opportunity and having a broad idea of what could be
done, the DMAIC process started.
4.2.5 Inclusion of a person with intellectual disabilities
Before the VSA, the company had started contacts with an organization (AUR) that
helps people with slight intellectual disabilities to find jobs. The purpose of AUR is to
coach, train and develop young people that have trouble to adapt and to perform normal
jobs, but are still capable to performing them at a different speed or contexts.
As TC had a strong commitment with diversity, they had an agreement with AUR
that they would find a place for someone from their organization in the plant. The
decision to build a new picking workstation was the perfect occasion to include someone
with intellectual disabilities, both because of the simplicity and safety of the job, and
because it will not be located inside the assembly line.
Therefore, a person was introduced and signed a contract with TC, this person will
be called HEL. Quickly she met the engineers and the project managers of the new
workstation design. Following the Lean principles, they had in mind that it had to be a
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human centered approach, so they first had to understand her abilities, working speed,
and ambitions. The managers of the company said to her that she would start working
next month, which was 21 working days away. This set a deadline to the project.
4.3

Define

After analyzing the value-stream and deciding which gaps to act on, the managers
decided to focus on the goal of improving the capacity of the factory and the ability to
quickly change production levels. In a case like this, where VSA and DMAIC are both
used, the Define phase overlaps with the Starburst identification in section 4.2.4.
The define phase will consist more on a description of the project, timeline, scope and
business case.
4.3.1 Problem Statement
There are three picking workstations for preparing bags with electrical components
(kits) at the end of each assembly line. They use too much space and have many
inventory breaks. Furthermore, the workers are underperforming because of the waste
created by having to change activities and go to the picking workstation, while it only
takes 1/10th of their cycle time. Very often, there are defects related to misidentification
and the lack of parts creates unforeseen stops. If the space and waste of the three lines
was used more efficiently, the factory would save time, space, improve quality and
reduce inventories. This time and space will make place for more workers and more
units produced in the assembly lines.
4.3.2 Team
INITIALS AND ROLE
IN THE COMPANY
PR: OPERATIONAL
EXCELLENCE INTERN

ROLE IN THE PROJECT
Project Manager
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DESCRIPTION OF THE
ROLE
Assign tasks, manage
deliverables, track the process
and update the team.

FB: PRODUCTION
MANAGER

Project team member

RS: OPERATIONAL
EXCELLENCE
MANAGER
JG: TECHNICIAN

Sponsor

Workstation builder

Providing material, resources
and help with the material
flow.
Make key business decisions,
communicate the project
throughout the organization.
Hands-on work, will assemble
the workstation and adapt it to
the situation.

Table 4-6. Team members and roles

4.3.3 Timeline
The timeline of the project is in 21 days, and includes all the phases of the DMAIC
process.

Activity
Understand and measure the
D,M current state
Gather ideas for improvement
A Validate ideas with experiments
Requirements and items list
Design tags and templates
Program devices
I
Design material flow
Start construction of new
workstation
C Test with the worker

Day
1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10 11 12 13 14 15 16 17 18 19 20 21

Table 4-7. Project timeline

4.3.4 Scope
The project starts when the company decides to start the DMAIC process to build a
new workstation and ends when the worker, HEL, starts working at the plant. In fact,
the control phase is much longer and will continue for at least three months afterwards
to check if the quality standards are high enough. In addition, the learning process needs
to be tracked for the own interest of the worker.
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4.4

Measure

In this part of the DMAIC process, the current situation will be measured and waste
will be identified and described. First, the team decided what data needed to be gathered,
and it can be found in Error! Reference source not found..

Table 4-8. Data collection plan

MEASURE
FREQUENCY OF
APPEARANCE OF EACH KIT
KITS WITH DEFECTS:
WASTE DURING THE
PROCESS
TIME NEEDED TO BUILD A
KIT

DESCRIPTION
To adapt the inventory levels and the size of the
batches, also
Which kits are most likely to present defects and the
causes of the defects
A whole description of the process with emphasis on
the hand movements and material flow
Measurements to understand the room for
improvement

Before starting with the data collection, the basic of the workstation is explained in
Figure 4-7. There are 10 columns, which correspond to the 10 types of units produced
in the factory. There are 23 different components, which are grouped according to the
matrix-style coloured squares in the table. The number inside the squares tells how many
of each component will be needed. It should be noted that as there are three workstation
in three different cells, each of them is producing different kits: “CELL 3 is preparing
V500, V500 SPC, B100 12V and B100 24V”.
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KITS SCPL
CEL 1

CEL 3

H1

1E49502H02

H2

1E49502H02

O

1E49502H03

J

1E45960H11

K

1E45960H10

24-08-17

CEL 2

A

B

C

D

E

F

G

H

I

J

V500

V500
SPC

B100
12V

B100
24V

V800
MAX50
V800 SPC

V800

CE

C450

V100
V200S

V200
V300

KIT SPCL 50A -1Y
V500/V600

KIT SPCL 60A -2Y
V500

KIT SPCL 2X30A 2Y

KIT SPCL 2X30A 1Y

KIT SPCL 30A -1Y
CE

KIT SPCL 40A -1Y
CE

KIT SPCL 30A -0Y

KIT SPCL 40A -1Y

1E17546
G09

1E17546
G10

1E40098
G01

1E40098
G02

1E17546
G11

1E17546
G12

1E17546
G13

1E40098
G14

1E17546
G15

1E17546
G16

18cm 18cm

5 cm 5 cm
9 cm 9 cm
1

60

1

40
L

1E45960H04

30
G

3E30254H01

I

1081A47H99

P

1E46640H01

50

2

4

4

1

1

1
1

60
Q

2

1

1

1E46640H02

100

1

1

V

1E46639G01

E

3E32374H01

1

1

2

2

1

1

1

1

F

3E32374H01

1

1

2

2

1

1

1

1

M

3E30254H02

2

2

1

1

N

1082A47G09

A

1082A47G03

B

1082A47G05

4

4

C

3A87124H04

1

1

2

2

R

3A86510G26

4

4

S

3A86510G27

1

1

T

3A87787G02

1

1

D

3A87321G03

1

1

2

2

U

3A86356H02

1

2

4

4
2

2

1

1

2

2

2

2

1

1

1

1

1

1

1

1

1

1

1

1

2

1

1

1

1

Figure 4-7. Kits and their components

4.4.1 Frequency of appearance of each kit
The team studied the production mix of the last months in order to know how much
material and kits of each type were produced. The relationship between the least and the
most produced unit was 5-to-1, this will be useful in the future to have a lean material
flow. However, this was not the focus of the team during the DMAIC process, so there
is not much emphasis in this part after the study of the frequency.
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4.4.2 Defects in kits
The defects are not classified as a quality issue as they are solved in less than one
week, because the installer has the appropriate references. However, they have an
impact in delivery, as the customer cannot start using the unit until the installation is
complete. Therefore, each defect in a kit will be considered a delivery issue.
After analyzing the historical data of the defects, 97,8% of the kits were incomplete
(76%), misidentified (18%) or with broken parts (6%). The team obtain the data by
analyzing the shipments of the last 3.000 units.

Defects in kits
60
52
50
40
30
20
13

10

4

0
Defective kits (69 defects/3000 units)
Missing parts

Misidentified
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Broken parts

4.4.3 Waste during the process
To understand the waste during the process, the team described the preparation of the
kits with the scheme in Figure 4-8.

Figure 4-8. Workstation in its previous state

Table 4-9 Features of the picking workstation

1

FEATURE
Boxes with electrical parts

2

Barcodes

3
4
5
6

Bags
Relation of kits and parts
Worker
Finished kits box

DESCRIPTION
Same sized boxes with parts sorted by number,
identified with their reference
Strips of all the barcodes that will identify the bags
of each kit.
Plastic bags to put the parts inside.
Panel with the components of each kit
Standing up in front of the shelves
Box for kits that are ready but waiting for the unit
to arrive
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4.4.4 Picking process and time to prepare a kit
In each line, there is a worker assigned to the process of preparation of kits. This
worker has assigned some tasks on the unit, 5 or 6 meters far from the Picking
workstation. After finishing his tasks, the process starts:
*The numbers on Table 4-10. Process description are the rounded average of 4
different workers
Table 4-10. Process description

1
2
3
4
5
6
7

ACTION NAME
Leaving the unit and going to the workstation
Checking the name of the unit being prepared
Finding barcodes
Picking an empty bag
Finding appropriate objects
Tagging the bag
Bring the kit to the unit

8* Going to another location to find missing parts

TYPE
Movement (5 m)
Visual inspection
Hand movement
Hand movement
Hand movement x 10
Hand movement
Movement (5m)
TOTAL
Movement

TIME (s)
10
2
4
2
3 x 10
5
10
63
120

*not part of the process, it happens eventually when running out of material.
The process has four types of waste:
Hand movement (1, 7): when the worker has to go from his current workstation to
the picking workstation, and back. This movement is not only a loss of time but also
decreases the productivity and the concentration of the worker, as he is constantly
changing his job.
Picking up (5): the process of picking the parts is very inefficient because the workers
need to be constantly checking the panel with the materials.
Mislabelling (6): there are tags of different kits coexisting on the table, therefore the
worker needs to pay attention to pick the right one, and cross-checking it with the unit.
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Movement because of inventory break (8): Eventually, the boxes with parts will
run out of material, and the worker will have to leave the line to find more material for
the kit, this will cost him approximately 2 minutes. This happens approximately every
200 kits, which is roughly two production days.
4.4.5 Magnitude of the problem
Approximately 2% of the units will have an additional delay in the delivery because
of mistakes in the picking workstation, either because there are defective parts, because
there are missing parts or because the received kit is mistaken. 94% of these mistakes
can be related to human errors during the process.
4.5

Analyze:

After the Measure part and the data collection, the team will study each of the defects
and try to identify root causes. This will be done using the technique of the 5 whys and
also by quick tests to check hypothesis. The team decided they would not focus on the
broken parts because it is not related to the process of kit preparation, and it accounts
for only 6% of the defects.
The problems and defects observed in the measure part are 4: Movement from and to
the picking up workstation, slow picking up process, mislabeling, missing parts and
inventory breaks.
4.5.1 Movement from and to the picking up workstation
The worker loses a lot of time by changing workstations. Why?
Because he needs to prepare a kit every time a machine is about to be packed. Why?
Because kits are integrated in the main assembly line in series. Why?
Because the company is following one-piece-flow.
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Solution: work in batches and remove the process from the main line.
Repetition will make the process more agile
4.5.2 Slow picking up process
The process of picking up material is slow and inefficient. Why?
Because the worker needs to be constantly checking the panel. Why?
Because there is not an easy way to identify the objects in each kit. Why?
Because there are no visual helps in the boxes. Why?
Because the boxes come from the replenishment, and they are not
customized visually.
Solution: Boxes should have visual identification that are easy to spot
without having to look at the panel.
4.5.3 Mislabeling
Sometimes the kits are not well identified with their barcode sticker. Why?
Because the worker sticks a wrong barcode. Why?
Because there are many barcodes on the table and they all look the same. Why?
Because there are many of them printed already. Why?
Because the printer is far away and workers don’t go there often.
Solution: Tags with different barcodes should not coexist in the table
as they are confusing. There should be a printer next to the table,
and it should be printing only the appropriate ones. Working in
batches will facilitate this situation.
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4.5.4 Missing parts
Many kits are missing parts. Why?
Because the worker did not put them inside the bag. Why?
Because he forgot to take one particular object. Why?
Because he did not have a way to check if the object was inside already. Why?
Because he puts the objects one by one. Why?
Because there is not a place to visualize them before the bag.
Solution: all the objects should be placed onto a tray to check if
there is any missing before putting them in the bag.
4.5.5 Movement caused by inventory breaks:
Once a day, workers need to leave the line to find more material. Why?
Because they run out of one component. Why?
Because the material levels are not high enough for the frequency of
replenishment. Why?
Because every part has three different points in the factory, and there is not
enough space for an additional secondary box with parts in the workstation.
Solution: unifying the three inventory points and adding enough space
for additional boxes with parts next to the current ones.
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4.6

Improve

The improve part in this case is the most extensive one, as it involves all the process
of workstation design, construction and incorporation of the worker. One of the most
relevant parts of this case study is that picking workstations are similar across industries.
Most of the contributions of this case study can be implemented in many other situations
with minor variations.
Lean Six Sigma is a human centered approach with the aim of reducing human error
by involving the worker in the process. Therefore, even if the ideas for improvement
have been identified in the Analysis phase, they need to be tested with the worker,
considering her intellectual disability.
4.6.1 Capabilities of the worker
The worker assigned to the workstation, has a little intellectual disability, the details
of which were unknown by the team members of the project. Before discussing any
concrete aspect, the team had to understand her abilities and needs. To do that, they
contacted the instructor that had been with her the previous months and organized a
meeting. The meeting was a non-structured interview with the aid of a psychologist that
knew the basic aspects to observe.
The conclusions of the meeting were the following:


The worker does not have any fine motor impediments.



The worker can recognize and be familiar with colors, codes, numbers and words.



The worker needs to have a very predictable environment, without interruptions,
and with simple cues that could help her identify her own progress.



The worker must have a way to be accountable of her own mistakes and learn
from them.
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The worker will not show signs of distraction or boredom.



The worker does not have the criteria to understand the relative importance of the
problems that might arise, so someone should respond for her.



The worker needs to have a structured reaction or response for any kind of
unforeseen event – lack of material, printer problems, finding a mistake in the
process…



The worker will get familiar with the process and eventually get quicker.

The team concluded that the worker would be perfectly capable of performing the
job, as long as the process was well structured, simplified and predictable. The team
stablished a path towards full incorporation of the worker that would last 2 months.
Starting with 3 hours per day, and finishing with 6 hours per day. During this process
the other picking workstations will remain active to compensate any possible problems.
4.6.2 Location of the workstation
With the safety responsible and the instructor of the worker, the team decided to
locate the workstation outside of the production lines, in a way that would not only
provide a safe environment for her, but also simplify material flow. This is why they
decided to place her in the beginning of the lines. From there, the kits will stay together
with the structure since the beginning.
In Figure 4-9, the new location in the plant layout shows how it is placed outside but
at the beginning of the lines, and in a central position, to distribute the kits to the end of
the three assembly lines. The yellow circle with a w is the new location, and the black
arrows is the material flow.
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Figure 4-9. New location for the kit preparation workstation

4.6.3 Codification of the parts and kits
In order to solve the slow picking process, the team found out that the parts were to
difficult to distinguish from the reference number or pictures. Also, the name of the kits
(related to the unit, with names like B100, V800…) were not convenient. All the parts
and kits needed to be codified in a simple way, both to make them easier to name and
to spot.
There are 23 parts and 10 kits. The team decided to code the parts with symbols and
the kits with colors. The requirements for the symbols are easy, they should be symbols
with a name, that can be called, such as ‘flower’, ‘cloud’, ‘sword’, and avoid symbols
that even if they are easy to distinguish, are not possible to name. Some parts did not
have a symbol associated because they were already easy to identify. The symbols with
substitute the reference numbers and will always be next to the pictures of the parts.
This codification will acquire relevance when designing templates and tags.
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4.6.4 Templates and tray
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The incorporation of templates in the optimized workstation is the single most
important contribution from the team. It is very original, visual and enables the process
to minimize error. The purpose of the templates is stated in the analysis part, when the
team identified a root cause for the missing parts: ‘the worker does not know if he
already put a part inside the bag’. Therefore, there must be a place where the worker
can present all the parts. After checking all the parts are there, she can put them inside
the bag. The templates do not work on their own; they need the identification cards that
will have a color code to communicate the parts that correspond to each kit. When the
worker sees the color of the kit at any identification cards, she will know that this part
correspond to the number.
The use of templates raises some concerns related to one-piece flow, because in order
to minimize defects, work must be done in batches, which is contradictory to the Lean
philosophy. However, the batches are smaller than 1-2 days of production; batches of
10 to 50 units, depending of the frequency of production. For such a short time, there
are already known orders, and this enables the workstation to implement the system of
Templates and Trays. This creates additional actions, when preparing them, but the
benefits of the templates are way bigger than this time.
In, there are two examples of template. Templates have a color around them to
identify the kit, and are in the size of a A4, 21 x 30 cm. The templates have magnetic
bands behind that will provide a strong hold to the metallic tray. The images of the parts
are in real size, so the worker can present the parts on top of their pictures. This will
give a visual way to see if there is any part remaining, or even if there are too many
parts.
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Figure 4-12. Templates with colors, objects and symbols

In Figure 4-13 and Figure 4-14, we can see two parts of the process of presenting
the templates. When the worker receives a new order in form of a colored Kanban card
in a FIFO rail, she will pick a template of the same color and present it on the tray,
only changing template when the batch is finished. The Tray has a funnel attached to it
and a small elevation around it to prevent parts from falling. The funnel will allow the
worker to introduce the parts only by making them fall, and will have a strong surface
to present the tag. The barcode tag process will be addressed in the In Figure 4-19,
there is the FIFO rail where the Kanban cards hang from using hooks. The rail has a
special shape with a thin section and the beginning of it that only allows the hook be
hung from behind the workstation, and only removed from in front of it. Every
Kanban card has two copies. A duplicate of the card can be found either in the FIFO
rail, either in a box in the lines. The rotation of every card is approximately two days.
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Figure 4-19. FIFO rail

Scan and instant barcode tag printing section.

Figure 4-13. Metallic tray to place the magnetic template
Figure 4-14. Box to keep the templates

4.6.5 Identification card
The parts inside the boxes of the workstation are not like the others in the factory.
While the objects in the factory are tagged with their reference number and sometimes
a small picture, in the new workstation there are new features added. The priorities of
the team when designing the cards are the following:
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Cards should have very visible pictures of the parts and symbols



Some cards should be duplicated: one tag on the box and the other on the
shelf. This will enable the box to have a fixed place.



Cards should include colors and amounts to tell the worker to which kits they
correspond.
In Figure 4-15. Identification cards There are some examples of cards. In

Figure 4-16, there is an example of how templates and cards work together. The
key aspect of the cards is that let the worker select the parts only by quickly
looking at them. When doing a kit of one particular color, she will be picking
only the cards that contain that color.
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Figure 4-15. Identification cards
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Figure 4-16. Correspondence between identification cards and templates

Example: when preparing kits type H, they will be trying to spot pink circles in the
shelves. In this case: pink kit needs two lightning item and one book item.

4.6.6 Box location and size
With the unification of the three workstations in one, the amount of material in the
same workstation increases. There is also an increase in the number of boxes, and the
width of the shelves increases. As most of the parts are very small, the team decided to
put all the objects in smaller boxes to use less space. There was an analysis to dimension
the inventories of objects to match the replenishment pace, and also about the frequency
of appearance.
The 23 parts were classified into three groups: small boxes, medium boxes, big boxes.
This first classification is the key to place to boxes. Afterwards, they were classified
into: very frequent, common, and rare. This second classification decided the relative
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position of the boxes inside each group. This classification was quite simple, and
therefore there will not be much detail on how decisions were made.
There should be considered that apart from the boxes from which the worker picks
the parts, there are second line boxes with materials that the worker herself will use to
refill the boxes.
The only concerns were three:


The size of the box should be enough fit enough parts to avoid inventory
breaks.



All the boxes must be in the worker’s reach, without having to walk at all.



Boxes with more frequent items should be in more centric positions.

In Figure 4-17, there is a whole image of the workstation. The shelves with boxes of
different sizes properly tagged with cards and located within reach of the worker.

Figure 4-17. Workstation with boxes on the shelves.

4.6.7 Orders by Kanban and FIFO Rail
Unifying three workstation and implementing the double-verification system with
templates involved the additional movement of putting the template on the table, putting
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the bag on the funnel and placing the pieces on top of it. All this movements would
make the process significantly longer unless the work was in batches. The team decided
to implement a First-In-First-Out rail, where the production manager would hang
Kanban cards following the production needs. The Kanban cards will be scanned by the
worker to obtain barcodes to identify the bags, and will also identify the boxes where
the kits will be kept in and located in the production lines.
The Kanban cards in Figure 4-18 were slightly different from the rest of the Kanban
carts of the factory. They had to be adapted to the new requirements of the workstation
and the worker.


The color of the card is to show in which line they belong: green for Cel 3,
yellow for Cel 2 and blue for Cel 1.



The cards include a big coloured square with the color of the kit of the batch



The cards include the box needed to fit them all: batches of 30 and 15 kits
need a medium box (caja mediana) and batches of 10 kits can fit in a small
box (caja pequeña)

Figure 4-18. Kanban cards
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In Figure 4-19, there is the FIFO rail where the Kanban cards hang from using hooks.
The rail has a special shape with a thin section and the beginning of it that only allows
the hook be hung from behind the workstation, and only removed from in front of it.
Every Kanban card has two copies. A duplicate of the card can be found either in the
FIFO rail, either in a box in the lines. The rotation of every card is approximately two
days.

Figure 4-19. FIFO rail

4.6.8 Scan and instant barcode tag printing
After picking up the Kanban card, the worker will scan the barcode in it to get tags
from an automated printer. This part of the process has been designed to avoid
Mislabeling, as explained in the Analyze part of the process: “Tags with different
barcodes should not coexist in the table as they are confusing. There should be a printer
next to the table, and it should be printing only the appropriate ones.”
The idea behind this design is poka-yoke, to make a system error proof. If the worker
obtains the barcode tags with every new batch, and obtains the right number of tags, the
worker has no way to obtain or to print the wrong barcodes. Therefore, the kits can not
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be mislabeled. In Figure 4-20, there is an example of how the barcode in the Kanban is
used to barcode tags using to the automated printer.

Figure 4-20. Process of using the Kanban card to find the template, scan
the barcode, and obtain the right number of identification barcode stickers

After the tags are prepared, they will be next to the tray where the kits are prepared,
and the worker will fill bags with their correspondent parts until all the tags are used.
When all the tags of the same batch are used, the worker will put the box full of kits in
the outbox and take the next Kanban card and start the new batch.
In the case that there is the need to change the size of the batches, programming the
printer in a different way (printing a different number of tags) could change batch size
without any inconvenience for the worker. In fact, the worker is never aware of the batch
size, she just needs to finish all the barcode tags. In Figure 4-21, there is portrayed the
process of tagging a bag using the metallic funnel of the tray. This method also helps
standardize the position of the barcode on the bag.
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Figure 4-21. Action of identifying a kit with a barcode tag.

4.6.9 Outbox
On the right of the worker, there is a inclined ramp where she can find boxes that she
will fill with finished batches of kits. Every hour, a replenishment worker will take the
full boxes and bring them to the lines, where the assembly worker (that was preparing
the kits in the old workstation) will put them in the same package as the cooling unit.
The distribution of boxes in the outbox is very simple, as seen in Figure 4-22. There
is a flat surface for the box of the batch currently in progress, also a ramp for the already
finished boxes, and a place to keep empty boxes for the worker to use for new batches.

WIP tray

Finished products tray

Empty boxes to fill
Figure 4-22. Outbox for boxes and finished batches.
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4.6.10 Job breakdown sheet: work standards
The design of the new workstation offers many opportunities for the company to
improve their best practices. One of the good things of the new process is that it is very
carefully detailed, and the worker knows at every moment what she ought to do
sequentially. Only by looking at what she has in her hands, she knows what to do with
it, and the decisions are minimal. Among the key aspects of the best Lean values is job
standardization, and that is obtained by defining what the best possible way to do the
job is. Following a thorough explanation, the team developed a Job breakdown sheet,
where all the actions in the workstations are detailed and illustrated with figures.
The job breakdown sheet is a crucial part of any workstation, and ideally, it must be
done before the workstation starts being operative. It has been observed that workers
will quickly develop their own working methods if not presented with the best actions
since the beginning.
In Figure 4-23 and Figure 4-24 there are the two sheets necessary for this workstation.
The best practices when developing work standards are the following:


Every action must be explicit, without assuming anything



Must explain the reasons why the actions are done in a particular why



Every sentence should be illustrated



It should be read from left to right, top to bottom



The worker should not read it every time, it is an instructive paper for the
worker to learn how to do it and consultation if needed.
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JOB BREAKDOWN SHEET

Origination Date:

MEGALIFT
PREPARACIÓ DE KITS

Zone/Work Area:
Process:
Unit/Part Name/Part #:
Tools Required:
MAJOR STEPS

KEYPOINTS

21-febr

Revision Date:

Lead:

POL RIFÀ

OpEx:

Revision #:

ME:

Trial

check

QE:

Temporary

check

VS Mgr:

REASONS

2

1
WHAT?

1

2

HOW? QUALITY

,TECNIQUE

WHY?

TAKE AN EMPTY BOX FROM THE
BOTTOM SHELF AT THE RIGHT

1

PLACE THE BOX AT THE TOP
PLATFORM

2

PREPARE A BOX

TO HAVE A PLACE TO LEAVE THE
PREPARED KITS

TAKE ALWAYS THE CLOSEST ONE, AT
3
THE END OF THE HOOK

LA DE DAVANT ÉS L'ORDRE MÉS
ANTIGA I ÉS LA QUE CAL FER PRIMER

SCAN UNTIL THE 'BEEP', CHECKING

TAGS WILL BE USED TO IDENTIFY THE
BAGS

4

TAKE A KANBAN CARD THAT THE PRINTER STARTS
FROM THE HOOK ON
CHECK THAT THE TAGS HAVE THE
THE LEFT AND
SAME NAME AND BARCODE AS THE
PREPARE THE TAGS

4

3

5

6

5
TO BE SURE TO LABEL PROPERLY

TEMPLATE

6

LEAVE THE TAGS ON THE TABLE

3

4

TAKE A TEMPLATE
AND LEAVE THE
KANBAN CARD

PREPARE THE BAG
AND THE TAG

TO ENSURE THAT WE ARE DOING THE
RIGHT TYPE OF KIT

PUT THE TEMPLATE ON THE TRAY
VERY FLAT

TO HELP PLACE THE PARTS

8

LEAVE THE CARD ON THE BOX ON THE9
PLATFORM AT THE RIGHT

TO IDENTIFY THE BATCH

PLACE A BAG ON THE FUNNEL OF THE
TRAY
10

TO PUT THE PARTS IN

TAKE THE LOWEST BARCODE TAG

TO MAKE IT ORDERLY

11

12

TAKING ONLY THE PARTS THAT HAVE

PUT THE PARTS ON
THE COLOR OF THE TEMPLATE
13
THE SHELVES ON THE
TEMPLATE
PUTTING THEM ON THEIR SILUETTE,
HELPED BY THE SYMBOLS

6

7

8

INTRODUCE THE
PARTS IN THE BAG

7

TAKING CARE THAT THEY HAVE THE 7
SAME COLOR

STICK THE TAG TO THE BAG

5

TO HAVE THEM AT REACH

14

9

8

10

11

12

TO IDENTIFY THE KIT

TO PREPARE THE APPROPIATE
CONTENT

13

14

15

TO AVOID CONFUSION BY SIMILAR
ELEMENTS

WHEN THE TEMPLATE IS FULL,
INTRODUCE THE PARTS IN THE BAG 15

TO AVOID THEM FALLING ON THE
FLOOR

CHECK WITH HANDS THAT ARE ALL IN

16

TO ENSURE EVERY KIT HAS ALL ITS
COMPONENTS

REMOVE THE BAG AND CLOSE IT

17

TO AVOID COMPONENTS FROM
FALLING

18

17

REMOVE THE BAG
FROM THE FUNNEL

REPEAT 4-7

DEIXAR LA BOSSA AMB EL KIT DINS
LA CAIXA DEL CARRO DE LA DRETA 18

TO BE READY TO BE PICKED UP

RESTART THE PROCESS UNTIL
FINISHING THE TAGS

TO FILL THE BOX

Personal Protective Equipment: guants, ulleres i sabates protectores

EFFECTIVE DATE: 22-2-2019

REFERENCE
DOCUMENT ONLY

Figure 4-23. JBS of kit preparation.
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JOB BREAKDOWN SHEET

Origination Date:

MEGALIFT
KIT PREPARATION

Zone/Work Area:
Process:
Unit/Part Name/Part #:
Tools Required:
MAJOR STEPS
WHAT?

KEYPOINTS

HOW? QUALITY

21-febr

Lead:

Revision Date:

OpEx:

Revision #:

ME:

Trial

check

QE:

Temporary

check

VS Mgr:

POL RIFÀ

REASONS

, TECNIQUE

WHY?

WHEN A BOX RUNS OUT OF MATERIAL
IF THERE ARE OTHER BOXES BEHIND

1

2

OBTAIN THE CARD

CHANGE THE BOX

TAKE THE PLASTIC CARD WITH CARE
AND PUT IT INSIDE THE BOX AT THE
RIGHT

TO LET MORE MATERIAL TO COME

IF THERE IS A PAPER CARD, THROW IT
TO THE TRASH

BECAUSE IT HAS NO VALUE

TAKE THE BOX BEHIND AND BRING IT
FORWARD

TO HAVE MORE MATERIAL

TAKE THE EMPTY BOX AND LEAVE IT
AT THE SHELVES ON THE RIGHT

TO LET MORE MATERIAL TO COME

IF THE MATERIAL IS IN BAGS, IT MUST
BE THROWN IT TO THE TRASH

TO AVOID NUISANCES

IF THERE IS NO MATERIAL A RESPONSIBLE SHOULD BE
CALLED

TO QUICKLY PROVIDE

IF THERE ARE NOT OTHER BOXES BEHIND

3

FILL IT WITH THE
BOXES ON THE
BOTTOM SHELVES

FIND THE BOX WITH ITS COMPONENT
ON THE BOTTOM SHELVES

BECAUSE BLUE BOXES DO NOT
REPLENISH AUTOMATICALLY

EMPTY THE BOTTOM BOX ON THE
EMPTIED BOX

TO TAKE LESS SPACE

PUT THE BLUE BOX BACK AT ITS PLACE
WITH THE IDENTIFICATION CARD
VISIBLE

TO SUIT THE SHELF TAG

WHEN A SUPPLY BOX, 1 ARE 2 NEED TO BE REPEATED
Personal Protective Equipment: guants, ulleres i sabates protectores

EFFECTIVE DATE: 22-2-2019

REFERENCE
DOCUMENT ONLY

Figure 4-24. JBS of material replenishment.
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4.7

Control

The control phase was very relevant in this case study. The reasons why it holds so
much importance are mainly the slow learning path of the worker and the improvements
in the line. It is during the control phase that the team will check that the workstation is
successful. In Table 4-11, there are some risks stated and countermeasures to avoid
them.
Table 4-11- Risks and countermeasures during the first months of implementation

RISK
The workstation might not provide kits
for all the factory
There are probably mistakes in the
template and cards.

COUNTERMEASURE
The other picking workstations will remain
active.
Try small batches of all the different kits the
first week and double-check the quality of
the kits by an independent worker.
The safety department will do a study on
real time of the worker to spot possible
fatigue or potentially hurting movements.
During the first two weeks, there will be a
constant reminder to them to check the
workstation.
During the first months, the worker will
write down how many kits has done and of
what kind.

Improvements in the workstation for the
comfort of the worker
Replenishment workers are not used to
the new locations of material
The worker might not perform
satisfactorily

During the first week, the worker herself found three templates with mistakes.
Luckily, the control plan stablished quality checks and avoided defective kits to reach
the customer. The templates were easy to remake, and the same day she could finish the
batches. This experience proved that the risk ‘there are probably mistakes in the
template and cards’ was very well assessed, and the countermeasure of trying all the
kits quickly allowed the team to anticipate further problems.
The team created the adaptation plan before she started working there, but the plan
was adapted depending on her performance.
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Table 4-12. Adaptation plan for the first months
Adaptation plan
State
Taught by instructor
Working under surveillance
Working alone, quality checks
Normal workload

Hours Week
1
2
3
4
5
/day Day
1 2
3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10 11 12 13 14 15 16 17 18
3
56 75
3
70 83 95 90
4
133 145 140 135 152 142 135 137
4
160 153 158 140
Total
201
268
553
566
611
kits/h 19 25 23,3 28 32 30 33 36 35 34 38 36 34 34 40 38 40 35

Table 4-12 shows how the adaptation process was carried out. In the first weeks, she
was working at a rate of 3 hours per day, 3 days a week, which was not enough to supply
all the plant with enough kits. Once her productivity was evaluated, the company
increased her working time to 4h/day, 4 days/week, which enabled her to produce all
the needed kits
During the control phase, it was very satisfactory to see how she did not commit any
errors. In fact, the kits only had defects during the first two weeks of ‘working under
surveillance’, and they were related to external problems: confusing tags, misplacement
of objects, and lack of material…
Once all these problems were corrected and for the next 4 months, there has not been
any error documented. This means that the improved workstation went from a 98% to
100% First pass yield. Although the costs of these defects were small, it removed a
common error in the delivery and installation of the cooling units.
The team wanted to employ her full-time (within specific legislation), which was
6h/day, 5d/week. Therefore, the team decided to schedule another project in the future
to increase the workload and to add other similar tasks to the workstation. In fact, thanks
to new screw and small parts bags, she got her increased working hours three months
after the project.
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Chapter 5. Conclusion
For many industries who already apply Lean principles, adopting the complementary
Lean and Six Sigma approach enhances their toolbox and possibilities for continuous
improvement. However, very often the LSS tools and methods are not useful in deciding
which improvement projects should be done. Value Stream Analysis is a very useful
technique to engage all the management to focus on value and evolve in the appropriate
direction.
Thanks to VSA, it will be easy to identify and schedule improvements towards a
better manufacturing flow. It is not only useful for the manufacturing flow, but also for
employee engagement, relationship with suppliers, reducing costs in all areas and
improving communication flow.
VSA alone does not provide enough tools or methods to carry out specific project.
Furthermore, the lean tools are sometimes very concrete and only useful for short
improvements; DMAIC from LSS is a more comprehensive methodology that ensures
deep understanding of the root causes and constant improvement. Compared to PDCA
from Lean, DMAIC from Six Sigma is more specific in the separation of the different
phases, and uses techniques that are more detailed.
In this case study, the managers identify a need to increase the capacity of the lines,
and thanks to the observation of the material flow, motion waste and inventories, they
choose as a strategic project the unification of three workstations in one. Thanks to the
previous work during the VSA, the managers of the company had a deep understanding
of the needs and the current state of the company. After the completion of the project,
not only the capacity of the plan improved, but also reduced quality complaints, cost
and delivery and employee engagement.
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In this particular case, VSA analysis together with the DMAIC approach allowed the
company to improve the following aspects:


More free space in the assembly lines: by removing workstations



More capacity to assemble more units: thanks to the liberated space



Improvement in productivity: there is less movement waste



Less quality complaints: the electrical kits for installation achieved 100% FPY



Engagement of a worker with intellectual disability



Increasing the company’s standards for better workstations

Focusing more on the case study of workstation design, there were some key factors
identified for success. The most important of them is to adopt a human centered
approach: understanding how the the relationship worker-process will be. In this case,
the fact that the worker had an intellectual disability was a challenge, but it was an
opportunity for the best Lean practices to appear. By assuming that the worker was
unable to react to unexpected situations, the process was very robust from beginning to
end. It was essential to engage the worker in the process since the beginning, and to
know her abilities in advance. However, this design is still appropriate for any other
worker, and it has been proven that by removing the worker’s responsibility in the
defects they feel more engaged in their work.
The picking workstation used in this case is a very standard example, so the learnings
from it can be applied in many different industries. Nonetheless, the fact that the
elements do not belong in the principal assembly line was helpful to develop work in
small batches. In order to design a successful picking workstation, there should be the
following principles:
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The worker should not have to walk or to extend their arms much, minimizing
discomfort and movement waste



The objects and clues should be codified into simpler symbols and colors, to
minimize inspection time.



Mislabeling or misidentification can be avoided if there is a unique order
placement with relationship with the identifier: in this case, the Kanban card
was the tool to obtain barcode tags.



In cases when there are many defects by missing parts, it can be useful to have
a surface to lay the objects and visualize them. This is waste or extramovements, but it is an easy solution when there are frequent errors.
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